Naturdor®
Heritage
Oak
Taking a Leaf out
of Nature’s book
Real oak veneer, with
figured and flourishing
grain, for lovers of
random wood patterns.
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Figurative
knots
and
distinctive
woodgrain
configurations are both authentic and much loved wood
characteristics, that are admired and sought after by
specifiers everywhere. This desire for irregularity and a
closer affinity with nature has led leading interior timber
door manufacturer, Vicaima to introduce the new
Naturdor® Heritage Oak finish. With its randomly mixed
real Oak veneer, it takes a leaf out of nature’s book.
The new Naturdor® Heritage Oak collection reflects the
best of these attributes, presenting as it does real oak
veneer, with figured and flourishing grain configuration
that appeals to the senses and embraces the true love of
random wood patterns. Looking deeper at its intricate
and natural veneered surface, Naturdor® Heritage Oak
displays wood knots and contemporary veneer splicing to
embody differing tonal shades to best advantage. Further
design flexibility can be achieved with a choice of a matt
or standard sheen finishing and for an unforgettable
aesthetic experience, deep texturing can also be added.
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Offering a comprehensive solution, remains as always
paramount and so to complete the ensemble, wardrobes
and wall panels can be provided, along with door frames,
architraves, glazed door options and of course decorative
face groove designs for that finishing touch. In addition to
its obvious good looks, Naturdor® Heritage Oak is
available with fire, acoustic and security performance for
the most demanding situations, giving this new
collection beauty and functionality at the highest level.
Vicaima Heritage Oak:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Available with matt sheen
Deep Textured grain option
Fire door, acoustic door and security door
Decorative face grooving in a choice of designs
and colours
FSC® Certified
Glazed door options
Door Frames, wardrobes and wall panels

              




                        





               

                 
      


   

       

     




